Temporal and Spatial Variability of Surface Motor Activation Zones in Hemiplegic Patients During Functional Electrical Stimulation Therapy Sessions.
The goal of this study was to investigate surface motor activation zones and their temporal variability using an advanced multi-pad functional electrical stimulation system. With this system motor responses are elicited through concurrent activation of electrode matrix pads collectively termed "virtual electrodes" (VEs) with appropriate stimulation parameters. We observed VEs used to produce selective wrist, finger, and thumb extension movements in 20 therapy sessions of 12 hemiplegic stroke patients. The VEs which produce these three selective movements were created manually on the ergonomic multi-pad electrode by experienced clinicians based on visual inspection of the muscle responses. Individual results indicated that changes in VE configuration were required each session for all patients and that overlap in joint movements was evident between some VEs. However, by analyzing group data, we defined the probability distribution over the electrode surface for the three VEs of interest. Furthermore, through Bayesian logic we obtained preferred stimulation zones that are in accordance with our previously reported heuristically obtained results. We have also analyzed the number of active pads and stimulation amplitudes for these three VEs. Presented results provide a basis for an automated electrode calibration algorithm built on a priori knowledge or the starting point for manual selection of stimulation points.